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Abstract: Sentiment Analytics is an inseparable part of today's
data centred decision making. Various domains like Politics,
Share Market, Product Management, and Customer Relationship
Management are heavily based on public sentiment and have
applicability of Sentiment Analysis. Researchers have developed
various machine learning models for this task. In last few years
those models have proved their performance. Yet there are
problems like multi-class sentiment mapping, short text sentiment
analysis which need further attention. In this paper sentiment
analysis and allied problems attempted using latest machine
learning model, CapsNet, is discussed. Recently CapsNet has
emerged as a powerful and efficient model for various domains.
Its various variants applied for sentiment analysis and related
tasks are studied and analyzed here. Purpose of this work is to
highlight the role of CapsNet in the area of sentiment analysis.
Also, very brief discussion about Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) is done as CNN is immediate predecessor of CapsNet.
Various latest CapsNet models have outperformed state of the art
machine learning models for sentiment analysis.
Key words: sentiment analysis, opining mining, CapsNet,
Convolutional Neural Networks, CNN

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sentiment Analytics plays main role in decision making.
Politics, stock market, movie rating, product rating and
many more domains have seen exceptional impact of public
sentiment time to time. Decision makers of these domains
have track sentiments from public or private media for last
few years. Machine learning text analytics and Natural
Language processing are being used effectively for helping
such decision makers.
In this paper, latest most effective models of machine
learning in this area are studied and compared. Also, latest
model of CapsNet is discussed in detail. In-depth
comparison of various models for intelligent selection for
task at hand is provided in this work. In first part use of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for text analytics is
discussed. Convolutional Neural Networks are popular deep
learning tool for image, video and text analysis. They have
been used in various application domains with great
performance. Later CapsNet is discussed here.
CapsNet is discussed here as latest model proposed in
Machine Learning and its application in text analytics.
CapsNet was first introduced in 2016 by G Hinton [1]. Since
then it has shown its efficient implementation in various

domains and applications. Its robustness to input due to
multi-routing is a remarkable feature. Also, it gives state of
the art results for sentiment analysis.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In sentiment analytics has been popular amongst
researchers [2] . This has been applied in various fields like
popularity analysis [3], product review [4][5], adverse drug
event extraction [6], stock market prediction [7], and
political review [8]. So, here latest Convolution based
machine learning techniques are discussed. These
techniques are applied on various domains and also on
sentiment analytics.
A. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
LeCun proposed this model for the first time as LeNet [9].
Then subsequently it was modified and used in various
applications. Most popular and successful variations are
AlexNet, and ResNet. Also, in this section latest CNN
architectures are discussed.
B. AlexNet
AlexNet or ImageNet is an upgraded version of LeNet
[10][11]. It had attached ReLU activation for each
Convolution as well as fully connected layer. Also, this
architecture is deeper than original one. It was designed in
two pipelines so that it can be parallely be trained on
multiple CPUs or GPUs. Stochastic Gradient Descent with
momentum was used here for error back propagation.
Overall, this architecture drastically reduced error in object
detection and classification. Figure 1 describes AlexNet in
details.
C. ResNet
Residual Neural Network applied Convolution layers with
skip paths [12][13]. Here architecture of Recurrent Neural
Network is simulated. Architecture here consists of 152
layers and gave error rate less than human judge. As the skip
path skips few layers so complexity of overall network is
reduced in term of number of parameters processed. Another
such network is proposed in [14].
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Fig. 1 AlexNet details as given in [3]
ranked for recognition of text. Highest ranked regions are
D. Latest CNN Architectures for Text Processing
used for text recognition. Uniqueness of this work is use
In [15], character and sentence based properties of text
of complete synthetic training data. Detailed experiments
are used for sentiment analysis. Here very small text
are done here to show effectiveness of proposed system.
messages or one line statements are considered as input.
In work [26], sensitivity analysis of one layer CNN is
Because of small size they require special handling. Here
done with details. It deals with problem of hyper
proposed technique surpasses others in positive negative
parameter tuning. Experiments are focused on sensitivity
classification, as well as in fine grained classification.
of CNN model towards various parameters. Even effect
Novel activation function is discussed in paper [16].
of pooling strategy, dropout rate is studied here. One
Here, activation function is made closer to biological
major observation here is about filter region size, which
activation function. Also, it is compared with state of the
affects performance vividly.
art neural network setups. This activation function
Query intent classification is handled by work [27] and
significantly contributes to improvement in neural
recommendations which are based on context of
network performance. This activation function also
document [28].
addresses sparsity in signal zero.
Work [17] proposes totally novel approach on text
III.
CAPSULE NETWORK:
handling. Each character is considered separately here. It
Capsule Networks (CapsNet) were introduced recently
has been proved here that even character approach can
as novel architecture in Neural Networks [1]. Sequence of
give state of the art results. Work compares results of
multiple convolutional kernels bundled together is known
popular text models like Bag of Words with TFIDF,
as a capsule. Capsule Networks consists of large number
thesaurus [18] and Word Embeddings [19]. Still proposed
of these capsules. Each capsule operates at local level of
framework is found be comparable with them. Another
features. Global understanding of features is done by
question classification task using CNN is handled in [20].
communication between various capsules using routing
Deep convolutional approach is used for speech
paths. Figure 2 gives details of CapsNet.
recognition [21]. Traditional Hidden Markov Approach is
In work [29] aggression and toxicity in comments of
considered for comparison with proposed system. Also,
social networking sights is discussed. Here CapsNet is
limitations of decision trees to solve this problem are
used for solving this problem in dataset. As stated by
explained here. Input text features and speech features are
authors CapsNet outperforms all others by great margin.
correlated to find patterns. In results, Hidden Markov
Additionally it notes that CapsNet requires minimal
Models with various alpha values and Deep Neural
preprocessing. This has resulted in minimal training time
Network with 4 layers and varying number of neurons are
and easy applicability in production environments.
compared. Deep Neural Network is found to be better.
Similar task is handled in for online platforms [30].
Also, p-value is significant for the given test. Another
Another application of CapsNet is done for handwritten
work based on features extracted from text is [22].
word recognition in work [31]. This work deals with
Another work describes how CNN can be used for text
historical text. Historical handwritten text has unique
classification. In work [23], text data with information
challenges to be addressed. There are defects and
about term order is processed using CNN. This work has
damages to be addressed by processing system. Here
presented details of how to use text as input to CNN. It
words from such text are identified individually.
also describes text pooling in CNN. Additionally work
A different domain of source code mining is handled
[24] discusses similar problem of sentence classification.
by work [32] using CapsNet. Here reusability of a source
Text recognition from natural images using CNN is
code is predicted. As per this work application of
presented in [25]. It works on regional processing.
CapsNet is very high.
Various regions from image segments are processed and
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Fig. 2

Details of Sample CapsNet layers based on description in [1]

Next is challenging task of detection of emotions from
text which contains no direct word having emotional bias.
Here model needs to identify hidden emotion within text.
This is achieved by work [33] using CapsNet and word
embeddings. Words from text are connected to their
related words or synsets or embeddings and emotions
from them are extracted. This cumulatively forms
emotion of text. This work has successfully implemented
CapsNet for this purpose.
Further in [34] CapsNet is applied for sentiment
classification on wordtovec embedded text. Here original
text is applied with wordtovec embeddings and then
given to CapsNet for sentiment detection. Authors note
that CapsNet was able to classify even ambiguous text.
Here CapsNet is compared with CNN for classification
task and was found superior.
Another interesting work is done by authors of [35].
They have used CapsNet based embeddings and named
model as CapsE. These embeddings are used for
knowledge building and personalization of tasks like
searching. Here each capsule is of three columns
containing subject, relation and object. This enables easy
relating of input text to various other words. This
approach has proved its potential on benchmark datasets.
In work [36] a new routing approach for CapsNet is
proposed. Then it is applied for text classification.
Extensively results are compared on seven benchmark
datasets. Also this work deals with text reconstruction.
CNN, CapsNet with dynamic routing and proposed
CapsNet with static routing are compared using list of
words they generate as related to "good" and "bad". Also
static routing is proved to have better efficiency. Latest
architecture also includes new type of k-means coding as
in [37]. Another routing approach is [38].
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Knowledge sharing amongst models built for multiple
tasks is a growing trend now. This concept improves
efficiency of models. Here in [39] a single CapsNet
model, MCapsNet, is trained for multiple tasks on text.
Task includes sentiment analysis, and sentense
classification, also.
Shallow training models are lately becoming popular
due to very short training time and resource demands.
Here in [40] Capsule network models are trained based on
semantic rules. They are found to have comparable
efficiency based on shallow training. Here this concept is
applied on cross domain sentiment classification.
Work [41] attempts to detect user intent in Chatbot
setup. Here attempt is to detect user intent from start of an
interaction with Chatbot. Proposed system here has two
capsules one is dedicated for intent detection. This
approach has proved successful on two benchmark
datasets.
IV.

REVIEW RESULTS

In this section result of various CapsNet and CNN
based models and latest models for Sentiment Analysis
Task are compared. These results are directly taken from
literature. It can be clearly seen that for Sentiment
Analysis Task CapsNet is having comparable or rather
better results than other models.
As per literature surveyed Neural Network, Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM), and Convolutional Neural
Network(CNN)
are other popular models used for
emotion detection and sentiment analysis. From figure 3
it can be easily seen that CapsNet gives state of the art
results for this task.
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Fig. 3
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CONCLUSION

This work focuses on application of CapsNet in
Emotion Detection and Sentiment Analysis. Here, various
models proposed for this problem are discussed and their
results are compared. CNN which is considered as
predecessor of CapsNet is also discussed with related
latest models for Sentiment Analysis. CapsNet has
emerged as promising Neural Network model for
Sentiment Analysis through various literatures surveyed.
CapsNet shows state of the art results in comparison to
other models like Neural Network (NN), Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM), Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN).
In future CapsNet has lot of potential applications in
Sentiment Analysis and Emotion Detection. Its efficiency
can further be improved by right input representation and
reducing complexity of routing.
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